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I. ABSTRACT 
The paper presents salient features of photonic crystal fiber (PCF) at one place. This 
paper focuses on the investigation of propagation characteristics of index guiding 
photonic crystal fibers from Scalar and Vectorial Effective index methods with an 
objective to compare and analyze the guided modes, spot size, spectral response of 
bend loss and spectral response of splice losses for various designs of PCF.   
Dispersion results so obtained from the above two methods is compared with the 
corresponding values of experimental result which points the range of validity and 
applicability of scalar and fully vectorial effective index methods for PCF. It is shown 
that the refractive index of fundamental space filling mode of PCF obtained by the 
above two methods matches well with that of finite element method (FEM) for the 
same design of PCF.   
 
Keywords: Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF), Scalar Effective Index (SEIM), Fully 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

Photonic Crystal fibers (PCFs) consisting of a pure silica core with numerous 
periodically arranged air holes in the cladding region have attracted a great deal of 
attention, due to its single-mode operation over extended range of operating 
wavelengths, large mode area, Solitons propagation and continuum generation and 
overall controllable dispersion. In optical communication, dispersion plays an 
important role as it determines the information carrying capacity of the fiber. 
Therefore it becomes important to study the dispersion properties of PCF. Many 
modeling techniques have been applied to study its propagation characteristics, which 
include the effective index method [15,6,13], plane wave expansion method [1,2,13], 
localized function method [4,17], finite element method [5], finite difference time 
domain method [8,11], multipole method [18] and finite difference frequency domain 
method [19] etc. This paper includes the development of analysis and simulation of 
propagation characteristics of PCF using both scalar and fully vectorial effective 
index methods. The propagation parameters such as dispersion, spot size, splice loss 
and bend loss have been studied for various designs of PCFs. As a result, we report 
how the fundamental space filling mode, guided mode and dispersion of the PCF 
depends on its structural parameters. 

 III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS 

A. Scalar Effective Index Method (SEIM) 
In scalar effective index method one starts from the Scalar wave equation 
 

( )[ ] 0222 =−+∇ ψβnkt        (1) 

Where t∇  transverse Laplacian operator in cylindrical coordinates, λ
π2=k

, λ is 
free space wavelength, n is material index and β is the propagation constant. Using 
boundary condition equation for inner and outer areas of the air hole is 
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   Air Hole    2(a) 
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  Silica region    2(b) 

An eigen value equation for evaluating the effective index nFSM is obtained 
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where B and C are the constants given by 
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with parameters U, W and u as follows 
2 2 2 2 2 2

0 s cl 0 cl a 0 s clU k a n n , W k a n n , u k b n n= − = − = −       (6) 
ns and na are the refractive indices of pure silica and air respectively. The modal 
indices of fundamental space filling mode is obtained and hence ncl is determined.  

B. Fully Vectorial Effective Index Method (FVEIM) 
In Full Vectorial Effective index method (FVEIM), both the effective cladding index 
method and the effective index of the guided mode of the PCF is calculated using 
fully vectorial equations. Solving Maxwell equation we will get the modal indices of 
fundamental space filling mode.  
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where,  ( )UP1  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )uJUYuYUJUP 11111 −=      
U, W, u are defined as in equation 6 and the primes denote differentiation with 
respect to the argument. In order to calculate β (propagation constant) for the PCF, 
the hexagonal unit cell is approximated by a circular one of radius b and hence the 
propagation constant of the guided mode will be calculated. 

C. Analysis of Guided Mode 
From the obtained values of cladding index using both the stated effective index 
methods we will get the cladding index and hence, calculate the index-guiding mode 
for different fiber parameters, which are shown in Figure 1. The scalar solution 
obtained for the fundamental mode is given by 

( )RUAJ eff1=ψ    1<R  
    ( )RWBK eff1=    1>R      (8) 
where A and B are constants and the eigenvalue equation obtained is the similar to 
the eigenvalue equation of step index except the waveguide parameters which are 

22
0 effsceff nnrkU −=
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0 cleffceff nnrkW −=
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0 clsceff nnrkV −=    
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neff is the effective index of the guided mode and rc is the radius of the core. The 
characteristic equation obtained from the FVEIM is written as 
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where, neff is the effective index of the fundamental mode and ncl is the effective 
cladding index obtained from equation 9. 
 
In Figure 1 calculations have been done by using PCF parameters, center-to-center 
spacing of the air holes in the photonic crystal or pitch Λ=2.3µm, core radius 
rc=0.64Λ, air hole diameter d=0.69μm. In later figure i.e. figure 2 we change the air 
hole diameter d=1.035μm. It is evident from the figure that the difference in the 
values of fundamental space filling mode and the guided mode index calculated by 
these methods are significantly different. We concluded from the figures that as the 
air filling fraction increases the credibility of the SEIM reduces since the difference 
between the refractive index of the silica and the refractive index of the fundamental 
space filling mode increases, which violets the foremost requirement of the weakly 
guided approximation. The index guided PCF with solid silica as a core, guides the 
light in the same way as standard fiber does because of higher core index (ns) value 
than the effective cladding index (nFSM). The guided light therefore has an effective 
index neff that satisfies the condition 
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Figure 1 shows the 
apparent difference in the 
values of fundamental 
space filling mode and the 
guided mode index 
calculated by these methods 
and for different fiber 
parameters. It is clear from 
the figure that as the air 
filling fraction increases, 
the credibility of the SEIM 
reduces as the difference 
between the refractive 
index of the silica and the 
refractive index of the 
fundamental space filling 
mode increases, which is 
the foremost requirement of 
the weakly guided approximation. Compared with FEM, the scalar model gives more 
accurate result than vectorial as scalar method does not include coupling terms and 
tends to yield a larger value [12]. The difference between the two methods becomes 
more apparent when the air filling fraction increases as shown in figure1 and figure 2. 
The fiber with parameters, pitch=2.3µm, d=2.0 µm and material index of fused silica 
is taken to compare effective index models results with FEM. For example, SEIM 
yields 1.4314 as the refractive index of fundamental guided mode with R=Λ[√3/ 
(2π)]1/2, whereas the FVEIM provides 1.4278 at λ=1.0 µm, which are in close 
proximity with 1.42994 by FEM [5]. The variation of ns and ncl as a function of 
wavelength is also plotted in Figure 2. It is obvious from the figure that the modal 
index of fundamental guided mode decreases as the wavelength increases. The 
effective normalized propagation constant Veff, Ueff, Weff, neff, beff have been 
calculated for different air hole diameters. The effective normalized frequency Veff 
for photonic crystal fiber having core radius ‘r’ with core and cladding refractive 
indices as ns and nFSM respectively, is defined as,   
 

 
Figure 1 Variation of Effective cladding index as a function of  
wavelength for different relative air hole sizes 
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( )222
fsmseff nnV −=

λ
πρ

 
Single mode 
nature of PCF is 
analyzed as a 
function of 
wavelength. The 
cladding effective 
index nFSM is a 
very important 
design parameter 
for realizing a 
single mode PCF. 
The variation of 
modal index and 
Veff for different designs of PCFs is shown in figure 3.  
It is clear from the figure that the effective index of cladding i.e. effective index of 
fundamental space filling mode decreases with increase in wavelength and the Veff 

value of PCF become large for large core radius. 
Figure 4 shows the variation of wavelength as a function of d/Λ for the value of V cut 

off. It has been observed that the wavelength obtained from SEIM for Vcut off is smaller  

 
Figure 2 Effective index of the guided mode as a function of the wavelength 

 
Figure 3 Effective normalized frequency parameter as a 
function of normalized wavelength for different values 

of relative air hole sizes  

 
Figure 4  Variation of Wavelength as a function of 
d/Λfor the value of Vcutoff; onwards PCF will be no 

longer single mode fiber 
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than the FVEIM. 

D. Dispersion Calculation 
The dispersion characteristics of PCF are investigated by taking into account the 
refractive index of pure silica by means of the Sellemier formula, while the index of 
air is assumed constant. The dispersion D is given as  

2

2

λ
λ

d
nd

c
D e−=

 
where ne is the refractive index of the guided mode calculated by equation 1 and 
equation 4 using SEIM and FVEIM respectively. Figure 5 shows the group velocity 
dispersion calculated for different air fill fraction keeping air hole spacing equals to 
2.3μm and the core radius is equal to 0.64Λ for both the reported methods. Solid line 
shows the 
result for 
FVEIM and 
the dotted line 
is for SEIM. 
The measured 
value of the 
dispersion at 
λ=0.813μm for 
a PCF with 
parametric 
values R= 
Λ[√3/ (2π)] 1/2 
and core radius 
rc=Λ-a and air 
hole diameter 
d=0.621µm [9] 
where 
Λ=2.3μm is –77.7 ps/km.nm and FEMs yield -78.6 ps/km.nm [9] and -77.3 ps/km.nm 
[10]. The SEIM model gives -83.67ps/km.nm and FVEIM yields -79.68ps/km.nm. 
Comparison with experimental values shows that in the case of large air-hole 
diameter to pitch ratios the FVEIM model gives more accurate results than SEIM. 
Figure 6 shows the zero dispersion wavelengths as a function of d/Λ. Chromatic 
dispersion varies with wavelength and is controlled by the design of fiber. The 
wavelength at which chromatic dispersion equals to zero is called as zero dispersion 
wavelengths. This is the wavelength at which fiber has its maximum information  

 
Figure 5 Group velocity dispersion as a function of  

wavelength for different relative air-hole sizes  
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carrying capacity. The apparent discrepancy between the values given by the two 
EIM methods in the case of large air hole radius to pitch ratios can be appreciated by 
considering the sharp index contrast between air and silica in determining neff, and 
hence the substantial index contrast between neff and that of silica Chromatic 
dispersion in single mode fibers causes light pulses to spread thus limiting data 
transmission rate and length of optical fiber links. To overcome this limit, various 
techniques are used to suppress the dispersion effects. The large dispersion is 
compensated by a short length of a special type of optical fibers such as dispersion 
compensating fibers (DCFs), with a dispersion of opposite sign so that the net 
dispersion of two fibers in series become zero. It means larger be the negative 
dispersion of the compensating fiber, shorter be the length of compensating fiber be 
needed. Photonic Crystal Fibers promise the potential for dispersion compensation 
application as a large value of negative dispersion can be obtained from these fibers.  

A large index contrast between core and cladding permits a high dispersion over a 
broad wavelength range. In PCFs, a large index contrast between core and cladding is 
easily obtained as it depends on the cladding parameters, air hole diameter‘d’ and air-
hole separation ‘Λ’. At longer wavelengths the light is confined to air holes and thus 
reduces the effective index of cladding. Thus a large index contrast between core and 
cladding of PCF is. This large index contrast check the validity of SEIM therefore we 
introduce fully vectorial approach. Figure 7 shows the high negative dispersion as a 
function of wavelength obtained from both EIMs.  
 
E. Spot Size 
To work out spot size for index guiding PCFs, as first and second definitions of 
Petermann spot size [3] are used. It is observed from figure 8 that the spot size  

 

 
Figure 6 Variation of Zero Dispersion wavelength 
as a function of d/Λ Figure 7 High negative chromatic dispersion in 

photonic crystal fibers for different values of core 
diameters 
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decreases as the wavelength decreases and attains the value less than 3mm. For 
smaller air-hole size, the spot size is maximum and as the size of air hole increases 
the spot size decreases. 
 

The variation of spot size-II as a function of wavelength for different relative air- hole 
size of PCF is shown in Figure 9. In contrast to spot size-I, the spot size-II attains the 
lower value for same design of PCF. This study of the spot size will be useful in the 
design and development of photonic crystal fiber based optical communication 
systems. 
 

F. Calculation of Bend Loss 
While calculating Bend loss for different PCFs as a function of wavelength and using 
weakly guided mode approximation [16] and obtained the equation 
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It is clear from figure10 that two bend loss edges (i.e. short and long wavelength loss 
edges) occur in contrast to the step index fibers where only long wavelength loss edge 
occurs. The bend loss for different designs of photonic crystal fiber has been 
computed for Rc= 15cm. It is clear from figure 11 that for smaller air-hole size PCF 
suffers high bend loss, while bend loss become low for large air-hole size. 
 

 
Figure 8 Variation of spot size I as a function 
of wavelength for different relative air hole 
sizes  

 
Figure 9  Variation of spot size II as a function of 
wavelength for different relative air hole sizes 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
We have used a scalar effective index method and fully vectorial effective index 
method to calculate the propagation characteristics of index guiding photonic crystal 
fibers, their dispersion properties, spot size, spectral response of bend loss, spectral 
response of splice loss for various design of PCF. The vectorial method is found to 
give more accurate results than the scalar method on comparison with FEM and 
experimentally reported values of various propagation characteristics of PCF. The  

Figure 10 Bend losses (dB/m) for photonic crystal 
fiber having relative air-hole size 0.30 for different 
radius of curvatures  

Figure 11 Variation of bend loss as a function of d/Λ 
using SEIM and EVEIM with bend radius 15cm 

 
apparent discrepancy between the results obtained by the two EIMs in the case of 
high ‘d’ to pitch ratios can be valued by considering the sharp index contrast between 
core and cladding region. The difference between indices of fundamental space filling 
mode and thereby other propagation characteristics calculated by the two models are 
more prominent at longer wavelengths.  
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